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document or come back to it later. Forum Lookeasy. elcomsoft
forensic disk decryptor torrentADAMS, Mass. (AP) – Fracking for

natural gas beneath Massachusetts is now set to expand on land
leased to Cabot Oil and Gas Corp. In a decision expected later
this week, the state’s highest court will weigh whether the gas

companies are legally prohibited from drilling into the Marcellus
shale and the state’s public trust doctrine prevents it. At issue is
whether the state’s leasing system, designed to protect public
trust resources, prohibits the companies from interfering with
these resources once leased. Fracking requires blasting a rock
formation thousands of feet below the surface with water, sand
and chemicals that force natural gas and other substances from

the rock. The technique was approved in the late 1980s and
exploded in popularity after the recession fueled demand for
natural gas. The process is now widespread in Pennsylvania,

Indiana and Texas. Another hurdle to getting rid of
Massachusetts’ so-called “Shale Spill Law” that took effect in
2015 was the chance it could open the door to fracking in the

state’s most sensitive areas. Gov. Charlie Baker’s administration
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has said the law was designed to protect state-owned waters
and public land, including areas where fracking is prohibited
because they are deemed to be under the public trust. Cabot
has been fighting the law since it took effect. “We believe the

law is valid and we’re prepared to litigate the case to defend it,”
spokesman Chase Carey said. “We’re hopeful that we’ll

ultimately prevail in court.” The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court heard arguments in January, but the justices are not

scheduled to issue a ruling until later this week. The Marcellus
includes large portions of Pennsylvania and parts of New York.
State conservation official Jordan Kaplan told lawmakers during
a hearing last month that fracking has been “very, very mild” in

Massachusetts and would only occur on private land. But he
added his office was prepared to take action if drillers attempt
to drill beneath state lands. “The worst thing we can do is not

recognize this opportunity,” said state Rep. John Barrett, a
Democrat from Franklin, which lies close to the Marcellus. “We’
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